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Abstract
This paper introduces a new method to track
articulator movements, specifically jaw position and
angle, using 5 degree of freedom (5 DOF) orientation
data. The approach uses a quaternion rotation method
to accomplish this jaw tracking during speech using a
single senor on the mandibular incisor. Data were
collected using the NDI Wave Speech Research System
for one pilot subject with various speech tasks. The
degree of jaw rotation from the proposed approach is
compared with traditional geometric calculation.
Results show that the quaternion based method is able
to describe jaw angle trajectory and gives more
accurate and smooth estimation of jaw kinematics.

1. Introduction
The tracking of jaw movement tracking speechis of
significant interest to a large number of disciplines,
including
occupational
therapy,
orthodontics,
psychology, speech language pathology and acoustic
speech processing. A number of technologies have
been used for recording articulator movements. X-ray
cinematography [1-2] is effective, but the radiation to
the subject’s head is a concern. Cine MRI can provide
dynamical 3D measurement of the vocal tract but it is
cumbersome and expensive [3-4]. In contrast, the
ultrasound technique is able to capture the surface of
the tongue [5-6] but noise, echo artifacts and
refractions may affect the results. High speed optical
tracking is an attractive option for jaw movements but
this approach requires much more complex
reconstruction algorithms, and the inaccessibility of
mandible is a challenge. Recently, electromagnetic
articulography(EMA) sensing systems have been
developed to measure articulatory movements. This
system is able to track both position and orientation of
the sensors, which can include both 5 DOF (planar
orientation) and 6 DOF (full orientation). This enables
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detailed study of the relationship between acoustic
data and articulator movements. However, most of the
published work in acoustic and articulator inversion
[7-9] only utilizes the 3D position data to extract
articulator movement features. The orientation
information consists of quaternion data and has thus
far not been incorporated in most kinematic EMA
studies.
Jaw movement during speech has generally been
described as a pure translation and pure rotation of a
single point on the jaw. Westbure and Edwards
develop a two-dimensional rigid-body model of jaw
movement during speech [10-11]. This model
decomposes speech-related jaw movements into three
components: rotation degree around the transverse axis
located approximately through the condyles, and
horizontal and vertical translation of this axis in the
mid-sagittal plane. The purpose for tracking jaw
movement here is to find appropriate features to
describe the degree of jaw openness for the acoustic to
articulatory mapping, with a focus on the rotation
angle of the jaw in the following experiments.
This paper is a preliminary study of applying
quaternion orientation data to the task of jaw
movement tracking during speech. The kinematics
data of jaw movements were recorded bythe NDI
Wave Speech Research System which is a motion
capture system specifically designed for tracking
speech related articulatory or ofacial movements. As
noted, the kinematic data stores both position and
orientation information for each sensor attached on
articulators. Since the 6DOF sensors are significantly
bulkier and can thus create articulation difficulty, it is
beneficial to be able to use 5DOF sensors to capture
the necessary orientation information.

2. Quaternion orientation representation
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and anterior–posterior axis (roll). 6-DOF sensors have
the added capacity for tracking angular coordinates
characterizing rotation about the inferior–superior axis
(yaw). The standard NDI Wave (used for the current
work) has eight input channels and records sensor
movements with a 400-Hz sampling rate. Figure1
shows the system set up and the subject’s head
orientation relative to the field generator. A subject sits
at the right side of the field generator within the range
of the magnetic field.

In computer visualization and animation, quaternion
format is a commonly used method to represent
rotation and orientation [12].A quaternion is a 4-D unit
vector q = [q0 , qx , q y , qz ] satisfying the following
equation:
q02 + qx2 + q 2y + qz2 = 1

(1)

A quaternion rotation thus lies on the 4-D unit hypersphere. The key application of quaternions to tracking
jaw movement during speech in this paper lies in their
use to represent rotations. A quaternion can represent a
rotation by an angle θ around an unit axis v .
θ
θ
θ
θ
q = (cos( ), sin( ) v x , sin( ) v y , sin( ) v z )
(2)
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where the vector part sin( )v = [ qx , q y , qz ] defines the
2
θ
rotate axis direction, and the scalar part cos( ) = q0
2
defines the degree of rotation. To rotate a point whose
JK
position is represented by the vector p by an angle θ
along the axis v to a new position p final we apply the
quaternion multiply operation
p final = QPQ *

Figure 1 Coordinate system direction and
sensor placement

(3)
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Where Q = [cos( ),sin( )v ], P = [0, p ]
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In the EMA system, each sensor’s orientation is
represented at each data point by a single quaternion
vector, representing the rotation that would be required
to move the sensor from its original baseline
orientation to its current orientation. In these
experiments the quaternion data is used to calculate
jaw
movement
by
tracking
the
sensor’s
orientationchange over time, to determine jaw
angle.The global coordinate systemis referenced to a
fixed head orientation with origin at the front upper
incisors. The mid-sagittal plane is the x-y plane in the
system. The 5DOF sensor’s base orientation is parallel
to the x-y plane, so in this orientation the quaternion
data shows no rotation. The initial sensor’s plane can
be defined as two orthogonal base vectors [1 0 0] and
[0 1 0].The quaternion data can be applied to these
base vectors to calculate the final orientation position
of the sensor plane at any sampling time.

Figure 2 Bite-plate with sensor positions
3.2. Sensor placement and data collection
In order to locate the maxillary occlusal plane which
will form the x-z plane of the local coordinate system,
a calibration bite-plate recording is done initially. .
One 6DOF sensor is attached at the center of forehead
and two 5DOF sensors are placed on the bite-plate,
one at the maxillary central incisors (OS) and one
along the mid-sagittal plane at the bisection between
the back molars (MS) (See figure below for more
detail). To create the bite-plate, two pieces of wax
were softened in warm water and molded onto a
tongue depressor. This softened wax is then placed
into the subject’s mouth and an impression of the bite
is taken. Immediately afterward (while the wax is still
soft), experimenters measure the midpoint between the
back molars and create an indentation for the
placement of the MS sensor. The OS sensor is placed
directly in front of the central maxillary incisors.
These sensors are pressed into the wax until they are

3. Method
3.1. System set up
In the NDI Wave Speech Research System, 5-DOF
sensors allow tracking of x, y, and z spatial
coordinates, as well as angular coordinates
characterizing rotation about the transverse axis (pitch)
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Since teeth are rigid, the sensor orientation changes
during jaw movements, in direct correspondence to the
angle of the jaw. This experiment uses the MI sensor
to calculate the jaw angle by using the quaternion
orientation data. Figure 3 illustrates the approach for
the sensor attached on the front lower incisor. For the
initial position, which is always the jaw closed
condition, the sensor’s quaternion data is used to
calculate an original orientation position. The same
method is used to obtain the jaw orientation over time,
for each data point. vector1 and vector 2 in Figure
3represent the normal vectors perpendicular to the
initial and final sensor’s plane respectively. The angle
between these two vectors is the jaw rotation angle.
The initial and final sensor plane can be defined by
vector si1 , si 2 and s f 1 s f 2
JJJJJK
(5)
si1 = qi base1qi*
JJJJJJK *
(6)
si 2 = qi base 2qi
JJJJJK *
(7)
s f 1 = q f base1q f
JJJJJJK *
(8)
s f 2 = q f base 2q f

secured and the bite-plate is replaced in the subject’s
mouth for the bite-plate recording.
In normal recording, the bite-plate wax is taken out
and 5DOF sensors are placed at the desired recording
points. For this experiment a simple configuration was
used with two 5DOF sensors placed on the mandibular
incisor and back molar. The 6DOF sensor remains
attached in the same forehead position which is used to
as a reference to calibrate all the other sensors data to
eliminate the error of heat movement. The two 5DOF
sensors are used for tracking jaw movement.
3.3. Speech materials
Initially the subject was asked to do wide range jaw
motion. This large scale jaw motion repetition is used
to evaluate the proposed rotation calculation method
based on quaternions. In the reiterant speech task, the
subject repeat the target three vowels [i], [a], [ea] 4
times each. The selection of vowels creates a wider
range of movement amplitude. Of these, the vowel [ea]
is associated with the largest amplitude jaw motion,
whereas the vowel [i] is associated with smallest
amplitude motion. The final speech task is a short
word and sentence repetition using a normal speed
pattern.

where qi and q f is the quaternion orientation of the
initial and final position,
JJJJJK
JJJJJJK
respectively. base1 = [1, 0, 0] and base 2 = [0,1, 0] are the
vectors defining the plane, as previously introduced.
Following this, vector1 and vector 2 , the normal
vectors perpendicular to the initial and final sensor
plane are determined:
(9)
v1 = si1 × si 2
(10)
v2 = s f 1 × s f 2
where × represents cross product of two vectors. The
angle is then calculated by

3.4. Experiment 1 (baseline):Calculate the jaw
angle by using the position of two 5DOF sensors
and the bite plate record.
Calculating the jaw angle from the position data of
the above two 5DOF sensors during normal recording
requires straightforward geometric manipulation. In
the bite-plate recording the position of OS and MS can
be located by taking the average value of
x , y , z coordinate of OS and MS sensors. The two
JJJJJK
points OS and MS forms vector msos . During normal
recording, the mandibular incisor (MI) and back molar
JJJJJK
(BM) sensors’ position also gives a vector bmmi . The
jaw angle is calculated using the following equation
JJJJJK
JJJJJK
moso( x, y ), bmmi ( x, y )
θ = JJJJJK
JJJJJK
(4)
moso( x, y ) bmmi ( x, y )
JJJJJK
where moso( x , y ) represents the vector’s projection in
JJJJJK JJJJJK
the x − y plane, and represents moso, bmmi the dot

α=

v1( x , y ), v 2( x , y )
v1( x , y ) v 2( x , y )

(11)

where v1( x , y ) and v 2( x , y ) represent the vector’s
projection in the x − y plane.

product of these two vectors. The magnitude of lateral
motion of the jaw in this task is not considered in these
experiments.
Figure 3 x-y plane projection of the jaw angle
calculation

3.5. Experiment 2:Calculate the jaw angle using a
single sensor on the mandibular incisor, using
quaternion orientation information
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4. Result and discussion
In this section, we present the mid-sagittal plane jaw
motion paths and evaluate jaw rotation by both the
baseline and new method. The goal is to assess the
degree of jaw rotation in different speech behaviors
and compare the quaternion method with the
traditional geometrical approach. Figure 4 shows a
typical jaw angle trajectory for the initial wide jaw
movement pattern. The paths of the sensors attached to
the mandibular incisor and back molar teeth display
the jaw motion. From this plot, the maximum angle of
jaw openness can be estimated as approximately 14
degrees.
Figure 5 shows the corresponding jaw angles. The
top plot is calculated from one sensor using quaternion
data, and the bottom plot is calculated from two
sensors using position data only. These peaks are
associated with five jaw movement repetitions. The
smoothness and consistency of the quaternion-based
plot indicate that the new approach is effective at
tracking the motion of the jaw over time.

Figure 6 Rotation angle for vowel repetition

Figure 7 Rotation angle for word repetition

Figure 4 jaw trace for large range movement

Figure 8 Rotation angle for sentence repetition

From these plots, we can see that the two methods
return similar results. There is a small deviation in
peak value, as well as a significant difference in terms
of the smoothness of the angle contours, with the
quaternion approach yielding a much smoother
trajectory than the position-based method. This may be
due to the use of two sensor measurements rather than
one, with two separate error sources, or alternatively
due to differences in measurement error range for
position versus orientation data from the sensors.
To summarize, we have shown that jaw movements
can be accurately estimated using orientation data from
a single sensor on the mandibular incisor, and that this
approach gives a more accurate description of jaw
openness during speech.This approach is suitable asa

Figure 5 Rotation angle for large range jaw
movement

In order to further evaluate the quaternion method,
Figures6, 7, and 8 show jaw movement for different
speech tasks: vowels, words and sentences repetition.
By carefully examining and comparing the angles
from these two methods, the amplitude of the jaw
openness does not match precisely.
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feature to characterize jaw motion in future
applications, such as acoustic-to-articulatory inversion.
Continued work in this area includes system
calibration based on bite plate orientation and
calculation of other articulatory measures from the
position and orientation data.
This research is supported by grantIIS-1141826
from the National Science Foundation.
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